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5 Core XLR Microphone- Powerful Sound, Unleashed!

1. Industry-standard:Whether you are performing in a small club or a large stadium, the
dynamic XLR microphone from 5 Core is the top choice for performers worldwide. You can
count on this Dynamic Metal Mic to bring your performance to life, no matter where you are.

2. Clarity & care:With its uniform cardioid polar pattern, this XLR microphone accurately
captures every note and delivers warm crisp sound every time. You can rely upon the
dynamic microphone to reproduce your vocals exactly as they were intended.

3. No noise: Thanks to its spherical mesh grille and a built-in pop filter with shielded cable,
this XLR microphone effectively filters out unwanted noise, allowing your vocals to take
Centre stage without any distractions.

4. Rigid and Copper Finished paint: Built to last, the Pro Neodymium Dynamic Mic can
withstand the toughest performances and the most demanding road trips. Its durable metal
construction offers the utmost protection against elements, making it a perfect companion
for any performer.

5. Pure copper look: The dynamic metal mic has a copper finish, one of a kind, and an
aesthetically pleasing look. The rugged and muscular body feels great to hold in hand and
perform.

XLR Microphone Description

Introducing 5 Core Pro Neodymium Dynamic Mic, the ultimate choice for performers
who demand nothing but the best! From the club to rallies or live stage performances,
this XLR microphone is the go-to option for professionals around the globe.

Featuring a uniform cardioid polar pattern, this dynamic microphone reproduces every
note with absolute clarity, delivering a warm, crisp sound that will leave your audience
in awe. The 5 Core XLR Microphone is built to withstand the toughest conditions. So
why wait? Get your hands on the dynamic microphone for 5 Core today, and let your
voice be heard like never before.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority with a proven track record of delivering
the highest quality product since 1984.



Features of the XLR Microphone

Compatibility XLR Cable Premium Sound Reliable

The dynamic
microphone is
compatible with most
audio systems, including
DVD players, mixers, and
home theater.

Fully shielded XLR
cable for minimal
interference over
long distances.

The XLR
microphone
provides power
and clarity, ideal
for studio and
stage use.

5 Core microphones
are trusted by
performers of all levels
for their professional
utility & high
performance.

Technical Specifications :

● *Type - Dynamic moving coil
● *Unidirectional Microphone
● *Frequency Response - 50 to 16KHz
● *Material: Metal
● *Sensitivity - @ 1 kHz, open circuit voltage -55 dBV/Pal (1.79 mV)
● *Connector - Three-pin professional audio (XLR), male

Package includes:

● 16 ft XLR cable
● Microphone
● Mic Clip
● Bag

XLR Microphone Usages

Wire microphone is ideal for recording instruments.

Use the dynamic microphone for live vocal performance.

A durable microphone is perfect for public events or rallies.

The XLR microphone can be used for podcasts or voice-overs.

The dynamic microphone can be used during a meeting or video conferencing.



Benefits of products

Compatible with most audio systems.

Minimizes background noise and feedback.

Captures source signal with high accuracy.

Provides optimal clarity and punch.

Reproduces audio without interference from other instruments or speakers on stage.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Good reception of the Microphone.

Easily compatible with all PA systems.

Metal with thick foam for shock/dust proofing cartridge

Best quality Metal paint for the finest look.

The XLR Microphone has the perfect molded body for handling the Microphone
effortlessly.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.



We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison of XLR Microphone

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Pop filter Yes No

Durable Yes No

Neodymium magnet Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California with a warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.



Q&A About XLR Microphone

Question: Does the mic have a shielded cable?
Answer: Yes, the microphone has a shielded cable.

Question: Does the mic have a shielded cable?
Answer: Yes, the microphone has a shielded cable.

Question: Can I use the microphone for the voice-over?
Answer: Yes, the XLR microphone is well-suited for voice-over.

Question: Is the dynamic microphone compatible with the DJ mixer?
Answer: Yes, the dynamic microphone works with the DJ mixers.

Question:What type of connector does this microphone use?
Answer: The dynamic vocal karaoke microphone uses an XLR connector.


